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Abstract

Recent applications of natural language processing techniques to suicidal ideation detection and risk assessment frame the detection or assessment task as a text classification problem. Recent advances have developed many models, especially deep learning models, to boost predictive performance. Though the performance (in terms of aggregated evaluation scores) is improving, this position paper urges that better intention understanding is required for reliable suicidal risk assessment with computational methods. This paper reflects the state of natural language processing applied to suicide-associated text classification tasks, differentiates suicidal risk assessment and intention understanding, and points out potential limitations of sentiment features and pretrained language models in suicidal intention understanding. Besides, it urges the necessity for sequential intention understanding and risk assessment, discusses some critical issues in evaluation such as uncertainty, and studies the lack of benchmarks.

1 Introduction

Warning: this paper contains text examples that are negative, depressive, or adverse.

Suicide is a global problem, with most industrialized countries and many emerging markets seeing exceptionally high rates. The latest WHO publication on suicide study, entitled suicide worldwide in 2019, reported that more than 700,000 people die by suicide every year around the world, with one suicide case for every 100 deaths. According to a report on mental health from the World Health Organization, one out of every four persons in the world lives with mental disorders to some extent.

And 3 out of 4 people with severe mental disorders do not receive treatment, worsening the problem. Previous research has found a link between mental problems and the likelihood of suicide (Windfuhr and Kapur, 2011). More people live with mental health issues during particular periods, such as the pandemic. Many may not seek care from mental health practitioners due to insufficient mental health services.

Social networking sites offer an essential forum for communication and information sharing online. Online discussions also include much harmful information and can result in issues like cyberstalking or cyberbullying. The result is severe and dangerous because the wrong information is frequently engaged in social cruelty, causing rumors or even mental harm. Research shows a link between cyberbullying and suicide (Hinduja and Patchin, 2010). Victims exposed to too many negative messages or events may become depressed and desperate. Some of them are likely to choose suicide as their option and ask for suicide methods on online social network websites (Starcevic and Aboujaoude, 2015), which is called cybersuicide. Furthermore, some social groups even persuade other individuals to commit suicide together, namely cybersuicide pact. Thus, it is necessary to understand users’ intentions by mining their conversations, modeling their profiles, and analyzing their social groups.

On the other hand, social networking also offers a channel for peer support among those living with mental illnesses, allowing social workers to provide proactive social care and early intervention. People experiencing a mental health condition sometimes post their feelings or experience on online discussion forums like Reddit or social networking websites such as Twitter and Weibo. That user-generated content is an essential portal to facilitate automated suicidal risk assessment and allow
Computational methods using natural language processing techniques have been studied to classify mental disorders and suicide from various data types, mainly social media posts. See the recent review of NLP applied to mental illness detection (Zhang et al., 2022). Suicidal risk assessment in social media is a task that categorizes given social posts into different levels of suicidal risks. Early detection of suicide paves the way for suicide prevention. Research on suicide with NLP is booming. Table 1 shows the number of scholarly articles searched by the Google Scholar search engine in the past twelve years. The number of research papers on suicide declined after 2013, and the number of NLP papers on suicide increased steadily.

Suicide attempt or completed suicide usually starts from suicidal ideation. Thus, early assessment of the intensity of suicidal ideation and effective intention understanding can help predict later suicidal risk better. A recent review (Abdulsalam and Alhothali, 2022) and a comparative analysis of recent techniques (Haque et al., 2022) discussed many publications for suicidal risk classification. For example, some construct sentiment lexicons for posts regarding suicidality and build machine learning classifiers (Sarsam et al., 2021). Recent deep learning-based models build comprehensive neural architectures to improve the classification performance, including attentive relation network (Ji et al., 2022a), enhanced word embedding (Cao et al., 2019), transformer networks (Zhang et al., 2021), and hyperbolic user representation learning (Sawhney et al., 2021c).

However, most existing works that approach suicidal risk assessment as a text classification problem consider less about human intention understanding. Human intention or mental state understanding is a complex cognitive process. This position paper argues that suicidal risk assessment with natural language processing needs a better intention understanding of the social posts. It points out several unresolved issues and open questions, including the limitation of sentiment features and pretrained language models, the importance of sequential intention understanding, the critical ingredients in evaluation, and the need for more benchmarks for visual-grounded intention understanding and multilingualism.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2.1 highlights the challenges of suicidal intention understanding and differentiates it from suicidal risk assessment. Section 3 proposes the setting of intention understanding in sequence (e.g., the timeline of user’s posts). We discuss the obstacles of evaluation and benchmarks in Section 4 and 5. Section 6 reviews additional related work. We conclude this paper in Section 7.

2 Suicidal Intention Understanding

Many factors can lead to suicide, i.e., users’ personality (such as hopelessness, severe anxiety, schizophrenia, alcoholism, and impulsivity), social factors (like social isolation, too much exposure to deaths), and adverse life events (including traumatic events, physical illness, affective disorders, and previous suicide attempts). Due to the prevalence of social networks, online users may be exposed to risk factors such as talking about suicide, worsening mood, and cybersuicide pacts. Suicide is also related to other matters, such as access to lethal suicide methods in the physical world.

Adequate measurement of suicidality is vital to assessing people at risk for suicide attempts. The scale of suicidal ideation (SSI) (Beck et al., 1979), one of the classic measures of suicidality, develops a 19-item instrument for quantifying suicidal intention in clinical research. Its variables include race, age, education, civil status, employment status, and psychiatric diagnosis. As an instrument of clinical psychology, SSI was found capable of assessing the subtle changes in levels of depression and hopelessness.

Whether the NLP model can mimic clinical professionals’ screening practice and understand the
inherent intention of people living with mental conditions and suicidality becomes a challenging problem. This section discusses intention understanding in suicidal risk assessment with natural language processing.

2.1 Intention Understanding

Human brains infer people’s intentions during communication, and decoding human intention involves complex social cognition. Early works on mining people’s intentions from social media consider key elements such as intent indicators and intent keywords as features for intention classification (Wang et al., 2015). However, intention understanding in suicidal risk assessment is challenging when it comes to social media scenarios. The communicative nature of risk screening conveys massive sociolinguistic information, gestures, acoustic information, or facial expressions. Unlike clinical screening, social content usually only contains texts when people who live with suicidal ideation do not post selfies or other pictures. Intentions underlying communication in the cyber world are hard to be understood from semantic patterns or syntactic structures in the natural language.

Neuroimaging research reveals that two different neural systems process immediate goals and long-term intentions, and these two systems decode intentions depending on the shared goal of interacting agents (Canessa et al., 2012). Immediate goals are associated with action understanding, while the understanding of long-term intention is associated with the mentalizing system, involving human’s mental states (Canessa et al., 2012). Taking the text “I am going to buy a knife” as an example, the immediate goal can be self-harm if we consider that the context is more about mental issues. The long-term intention can be taking one’s own life due to chronic suffering from some mental illness. Human intentional communication can also disguise one’s actual intention intentionally, making human intention, especially long-term intentions, hard to be decided based on the content of the present message.

2.2 Suicidal Intent v.s. Suicidal Risk

Current research classifies suicidal risks into different severities, e.g., high, medium, or low-risk. Suicidal intention is one of the crucial aspects of suicidal risk assessment or stratification. However, current dataset construction considers very little about the annotation of suicidal intent while defining the task of suicidal risk assessment. For example, Ji et al. (2018) and Sinha et al. (2019) built a collection of keywords to filter social posts and annotation guidelines for human annotators to do manual labeling. Such annotation guidelines are usually simple, with several rules, including 1) posts contain a suicide plan and/or previous attempts, or potential suicidal actions; 2) posts express suicidal thoughts or ideation; 3) posts reveal risk factors, e.g., depression and bullying; 4) posts contain somber words. Cao et al. (2019) collected social posts from people who commented on their suicidal thoughts on the last post of a student who died by suicide. These datasets simplify the task as a binary classification problem on whether the post contains suicide-related signals of an individual.

We need a fine-grained understanding of suicidal ideation and intention. The Columbia Suicide Severity Rating Scale (C-SSRS) (Posner et al., 2008) is a clinical measure of suicide severity and is supposed to be administered by a trained individual in suicide screening. Gaur et al. (2019) developed the C-SSRS-based five-label categories (named as supportive, indicator, ideation, behavior, and attempt) and built a suicidal risk severity lexicon covering different levels of suicidal risk severity. Suicidal risk stratification tends to prioritize suicidal ideation in practice (Large et al., 2017). The C-SSRS scale measures the intensity of suicidal ideation by frequency, duration, controllability, deterrents, and reasons for ideation. NLP models for suicide classification should be able to classify fine-grained suicidal risks and detect the genuine intention of an individual. However, many publications in NLP tend not to distinguish the difference between suicidal intent and suicidal risk. There exists nuance between these two concepts:

Whereas suicidal intent may be regarded as a psychological phenomenon subject to exploration and measurement, suicidal risk is a predictive statement of the probability of the occurrence of a fatal suicide attempt and can be conceived in terms of a complex (although not fully
formulated) equation. (Beck et al., 1979)

Our NLP models for effective suicidal risk assessment are required to “understand” the inherent intention of the text. As the severity of mental issues affects the choice of intervention actions, recognizing genuine intention can facilitate the adoption of corresponding intervention actions. Unfortunately, the ground truth about the user’s real intentions behind the social post is usually unavailable in social media data. This further makes the evaluation of intention understanding impossible. A recent study on depression detection leverages clinical questionnaires to improve the out-of-domain generalization (Nguyen et al., 2022). The model constrained to clinical questionnaires with well-designed features for intention evaluation can be a possible solution and is worthy of further investigation.

2.3 Intention & Sentiment

Analyzing users’ use of language provides insights helping to detect suicidality or stratify the suicidal risk. Intuitively, emotional words commonly utilized in online posts may vary depending on the focal mental issues of the users. For example, aggressive words may be a salient indicator of anxiety, whereas pessimistic words may be used more frequently for depressed online users. However, Gaur et al. (2021) showed that posts with different severity of suicidal risks on Reddit posts have no significant variation in emotion or sentiment. This paper utilizes the SenticNet suite (Cambria et al., 2020, 2022), which combines symbolic and subsymbolic artificial intelligence for sentiment analysis, to explore the sentiment in a Twitter dataset (Ji et al., 2018) with suicide-associated and control posts. Figure 2 shows the distributions of sentiment attitude, temper, sensitivity, and introspection. The results indicate that the texts with binary classes have no significant differences in sentiment. Methods with sentimental or emotional features, e.g., Sarsam et al. (2021), extract textual features and use machine learning classifiers to fit the data. Neural NLP models that enhance the feature learning with sentiment modules, e.g., Ji et al. (2022a), increase the feature dimension and the model complexity. When carefully optimized, these models usually gain improved classification performance.

However, whether the modeling of sentiment information in text can capture the individual’s intention is questionable. One worrying guess is that it might only help build a more powerful text classifier.

2.4 Intention & Language Models

In the era of pretraining, many pretrained large language models have been applied to fine-tune suicide text classifiers. Those pretrained models achieved superior classification performance. One straightforward question in this position paper is whether the pretrained models can “understand” the latent intention to some extent.

Taking the sentence “I am going to buy a knife” as an example, it can be recognized as purchasing intention in a daily context or suicide attempt (i.e., to commit suicide with a knife). Starting with our question, we conduct the fill-mask language modeling task with the sentence “I am going to buy a knife and [MASK]”, using several masked language models, including BERT (Devlin et al., 2019) and RoBERTa (Liu et al., 2019), and their domain-specific variants MentalBERT and MentalRoBERTa (Ji et al., 2022b). Figure 3 shows the output of word probabilities. The suicidal ideation does not appear in the prediction of BERT (Figure 3a). RoBERTa in Figure 3b and MentalBERT in Figure 3c predict the suicidal intention (“die”) in the fifth place. MentalRoBERTa in Figure 3d recognizes the suicidal intention as the first place.

Then, we use another example sentence “This life is not worth living. I am going to buy a knife and [MASK].” that provides a bit more contextual information. The results in Figure 4 show that RoBERTa and MentalBERT tend to predict suicidal intention (“die”) with higher probabilities. MentalRoBERTa in Figure 4d predicts “die” with a significantly high probability. These two examples showcase the abilities of masked language models to predict intention as a fill-mask task. Domain-adaptive continued pretraining helps with suicide keyword prediction, although we do not consider the memorization issue of BERT here. While MentalRoBERTa outputs “die” with a high probability, which can be interpreted as suicidal intention, we also see the outputs of RoBERTa (“shoot”) can be interpreted as potential anti-social and criminal actions (e.g., shoot at others, although it does not make sense with a knife.).

\(^{6}\)The API of SenticNet suite is available at https://sentic.net/api/, and the knowledge base can be downloaded from https://sentic.net/downloads/.

\(^{7}\)Obviously, this simple example is not associated with the context.
We further test how the generative language model interprets the intention inherent in text prompt. We use the previous two examples in the fill-mask task as inputs to generate new texts. The following two boxes show the texts generated by the GPT-2 model hosted in Huggingface.\(^8\)

\^8\text{The GPT-2 model is available at https://huggingface.co/gpt2}
This life is not worth living. I am going to buy a knife and I am going to kill everyone I see here, because I will be a part of a great community. It will be worth it to me.

Those produced new texts did not show empathy to the prompt text “This life is not worth living.”, but produced hateful text and the tendency of anti-social and criminal behavior (“kill everyone”). When applying models to the high-stake domain like suicide prevention, this is worrying.

3  Intention Understanding in Sequence

The suicidal ideation could be chronic, including duration and strength at different stages. More recent works focus on identifying people with suicidal risks based on a single post or a collection of posts, i.e., post or user classification. For example, several works conducted user-level suicidal risk classification (Tsakalidis et al., 2022a). However, people’s mood changes over time (Tsakalidis et al., 2022b) and the level of suicidal ideation experiences fluctuations as time goes by (Clum and Curtin, 1993). The communicative nature of social networks and the chronic nature of suicide ideations require NLP models to detect people’s suicidal intentions in post sequences or over online conversations.

Recent research developed temporal-aware models to represent the sequence of social posts and predict the social user’s suicidal risk. For example, historic tweets are used to improve the prediction of an individual’s suicidal risk with time-aware model (Sawhney et al., 2020) and phase-aware model (Sawhney et al., 2021a). The retrospective evaluation designated for a specific period fails to monitor the dynamics of suicidal ideation. We need longitudinal suicidal risk monitoring over social posts’ timelines, enabling dynamic social care and timely clinical intervention.

Figure 5 shows a pseudo case of suicide severity assessment in post sequence (similar to sequence labeling for social posts), where an individual post at each time stamp is associated with a severity scale and the severity changes when the user lives with various mental conditions in the timeline or some kind of intervention such as social support or clinical intervention has been taken. Higher levels of suicidal risk are more critical than low risks, and different levels of suicidal risks should be allocated with different clinical resources. Dynamic detection can, in a timely manner, prioritize people needing better mental healthcare resource allocation. It can also integrate with the human-in-the-loop system for more reliable suicidal intention understanding. The ordinal relationship of the severity scale contains critical information for fine-grained classification. Sawhney et al. (2021b) approached user-level suicidal risk assessment as an ordinal regression problem. The ordinal constraints and sequence dependency between time stamps play an essential role in the sequential modeling of suicidal risk monitoring.

4  Evaluation of Suicidal Risk Assessment

An evaluation must be carefully considered when computational approaches are used in suicide research. Most publications on suicidal risk assessment or suicidal ideation detection use aggregated evaluation scores such as accuracy, F1 score, and AUC-ROC to evaluate the predictive performance. The sensitivity or recall, calculated by the ratio of true positives to the total positives, is an essential metric that needs great attention because some low-risk cases might be deprived of social care and die by suicide if a model has a low recall.

For some safety-critical applications like suicidal risk prediction, incorrect predictions may cause ethical costs and even the loss of life. Thus, uncertainty estimation becomes an important task. Dusenberry et al. (2020) analyzed the model uncertainty in medical applications of mortality and diagnosis prediction. No current suicidal ideation detection literature estimates data (aleatoric) or...
model (epistemic) uncertainty. Epistemic uncertainty is required to understand examples different from training data for the life-critical task (Kendall and Gal, 2017). Intelligent intention understanding systems should be able to assign how confident is the model prediction in some erroneous predictions of fine-grained suicidal ideation.

Human uncertainty and disagreement in annotation are ubiquitous. We need to learn with disagreement (Uma et al., 2021). Learning with humans-in-the-loop (Zanzotto, 2019) can also be utilized to select more reliable instances or samples with less ambiguous intentions.

5 Benchmarks

A recent survey on mental health research (Harrigian et al., 2021) reviewed studies published between January 2012 and December 2019 in conferences, workshops, and journals focusing on NLP and healthcare research. This survey investigated the availability of mental health-related text data, as shown in Figure 6a. A review on suicidal ideation detection (Ji et al., 2021) investigated thirteen published datasets, with the availability shown in Figure 6b. Due to the sensitivity of suicide data, all available datasets require data usage agreement or need to be requested with the authors’ permission. More are unavailable, removed, or out of maintenance among those published datasets.

Most datasets contain binary classes (i.e., a positive class with suicide messages and a negative class from control groups). These datasets simplify the setting. The severity of suicide and suicidal ideation are fine-grained. The Scale for Suicide Ideation introduces a fine-grained suicidal risk rating scale to measure the intensity of suicide in interview-based screening (Beck et al., 1979). The Self-Monitoring Suicide Ideation Scale (Clum and Curtin, 1993) designed for self-report measures on a daily basis includes the intensity and duration of ideation and the level of control in making a suicide attempt. Check out the review by (Brown, 2001) for more suicide assessment measures. We need more datasets like Gaur et al. (2019) and more annotation about intention and ideation for special social care.

Most datasets contain self-reported posts from social websites like Reddit, where users seek peer support or express personal feelings or experiences. ScAN (Rawat et al., 2022) is a remarkable dataset of suicide events from electronic health records in the MIMIC III database (Johnson et al., 2016) by filtering the suicide-associated ICD codes and introducing domain experts’ annotation. It consists of suicidal behavioral evidence of suicidal attempts and ideations, where suicidal ideation is defined as text mentions about self-harming or taking one’s own life in clinical notes. Social posts are not as reliable as clinical notes written by clinicians. Current distantly supervised mental health models lack the generalization ability across different domains (e.g., data platforms and populations) (Harrigian et al., 2020). Moreover, to our knowledge, no datasets have been introduced from the perspective of intention understanding.

Finally, we still lack benchmarks for visual-grounded intention understanding and multilingualism. A picture of cutting the wrist can be suicidal intention or sharing self-harm behavior of other people. With social text, the visual signal can help better understand the intention. Many datasets were collected from Reddit and Weibo, which are used mainly in the US and China. Figure 7 shows that English datasets dominate the field of mental health.
research, which may cause demographic biases.

6 Additional Related Work

Suicidal detection has drawn much research attention since the suicide rate has increased these years. The cause of suicide is complicated and related to many complex interactions of risk factors (O’Connor and Nock, 2014). Feature engineering-based NLP models use N-gram features, knowledge-based features, syntactic features, context features, and class-specific feature (Wang et al., 2012). Machine learning classifiers include regression analysis (Chattopadhyay, 2007), boosting, and SVM classification (Delgado-Gomez et al., 2011). Pacula et al. (2014) proposed a model to identify signs of distress in transcripts of helpline conversations. Pestian et al. (2010) and Delgado-Gomez et al. (2012) compared the effectiveness of several multivariate methods. Other research and methods have been conducted to stop cyber-suicide such as speech pattern recognition, mobile phone network analysis, social media content detection (Larsen et al., 2015), and reply bias assessment for online suicide prevention (Huang and Bashir, 2016). However, there was not much discussion of suicide intent in those works.

Intention classification is helpful for commercial applications such as target advertising in social media (Luong et al., 2016). One of the early studies by Chen et al. (2013) formulates the intention identification from posts in multi-domain discussion forums as a binary classification task (i.e., explicit intent and non-intent posts with a specific focus on buying intention). Similarly, Gupta et al. (2014) classified purchase intention in question-and-answer websites. Wang et al. (2015) studied a multi-class intention classification on social posts on Twitter social networks and proposed the definition of the intent tweet if a tweet follows the following three conditions: 1) containing at least one verb; 2) with an explicit description of the user’s intent to perform an activity; 3) in a recognizable way. However, this definition does not fit early detection of suicidal intention because the suicidal intention is usually implicit and early detection requires recognizing suicidal thoughts as early as possible before the suicidal attempt.

7 Conclusion

Intention understanding is an essential aspect of suicidal risk assessment. Robust intention understanding in suicidal risk assessment is needed to provide efficient triage support to social workers and psychiatrists. This position paper discusses suicidal intention understanding and conducts a case study on sentiment analysis and fine-tuning pretrained language models in the context of suicide research. It further points out critical aspects in the task settings and evaluation and the lack of benchmarks.

Social Impact

Early detection of suicide ideation provides a solution to early intervention so that social workers can help people living with mental health issues through proactive conversations. However, no significant evidence shows that suicidal risk assessment can guide decision-making in clinical practice (Large et al., 2017). We suggest that people experiencing a mental health condition seek professional help from psychiatric services. Research on suicidal intention understanding and risk assessment does not aim to replace psychiatrists. It can empower social workers to prioritize social resources for people with mental conditions.

The sensitive nature of suicide-related data requires our research to protect privacy. This study uses social media posts from anonymous users that are manifestly available on the website. Furthermore, these collected posts are stored on password-protected servers. We do not attempt to identify or contact social users.
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Limitations

This position paper provides a perspective on suicidal intention understanding in suicidal risk assessment with natural language processing. One limitation is that it does not conduct extensive experimental analysis with real-world data. We also need to mind the gap between computational methods (e.g., inductive biases in machine learning and linguistic or distributed representation features) and the theories and findings of psychiatry. For example, a recent study shows that 60% of men who died by suicide in the US have no history of mental illness (Fowler et al., 2022). Existing NLP papers usually regard the history of mental illness as a valuable feature for machine learning models.
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